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Harry Potter Books and More!  
 

 

 

 

Rowling, J. K.  Harry Potter and the sorcerer's stone  Juv. R883h    

Rowling, J. K.  Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Juv. R883ha 

Rowling, J.K.  Harry Potter and the Cursed Child  Juv.822.92.T511h 

Rowling, J. K.  Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Juv. R883hf 

Rowling, J. K.  Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire  Juv. R883hc  

Rowling, J.K.  Harry Potter and the Half-blood Prince Juv. R883he 

Rowling, J. K.  Harry Potter and d the Order of the Phoenix Juv.R883hd 

Rowling, J. K.  Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban Juv. R883hb 

Rowling, J. K  Tales of Beedle the Bard   Juv. R883t 

 

READ-A-LIKES 

Adeyemi, Tomi Children of Blood and Bone   Juv. A2338c 
 (An exciting fantasy set in an Imaginary place with African cultural traditions and people. Seventeen-year-

old Zélie, her older brother Tzain, and rogue princess Amari fight to restore magic to the land and activate a 

new generation of magi, but they are ruthlessly pursued by the crown prince, who believes the return of 

magic will mean the end of the monarchy.) 

 

Barron, T. A.  Lost Years of Merlin   Juv. B277L 2002 

(A young boy who has no identity or memory of his past washes ashore on the coast of Wales and finds his 

true name after a series of fantastic adventures.) 
 

Bell, Hilari  The Wizard Test   Juv.B4332w 
(Fourteen year-old Dayven is devastated when he learns he has wizard powers, since 

wizards are considered to be disloyal deceivers who believe in nothing, until he undergoes wizard training 

and discovers a new way of looking at the world that will change his values, friendships, and future.) 

 

Bray, Libba  Great and Terrible Beauty  Juv.B28275gt 
(After the suspicious death of her mother in 1895, sixteen-year-old Gemma returns to England, after many 

years in India, to attend a finishing school where she becomes aware of her magical powers and ability to 

see into the spirit world.Gemma Doyle trilogy: Book 1. Older teens.) 

 

Bray, Libba  Rebel Angels    Juv.B8275r 
(Gemma and her friends from the Spence Academy return to the realms to defeat her 

foe, Circe, and to bind the magic that has been released. Gemma Doyle trilogy: Book 2. Older teens.) 

 

Duane, Diane.  So You Want to be A Wizard.  Juv.D812s 
(The efforts of two young wizards, Nita and Kit, to keep the world from being overcome by the Prince of 

Darkness) 

 

Duane, Diane.  A wizard abroad   Juv.D812w 2005                                 
(Sent on vacation to her aunt's home in Ireland, teenage wizard Nita becomes entangled in a magic battle to 

save the country from the ghosts of its past.) 

 

Duane, Diane  Wizard's holiday   Juv. D812wh                                        
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(While Nita's sister and her dad host three young alien wizards, teenage wizards Nita and Kit travel halfway 

across the galaxy as part of an exchange program and find themselves again caught up in the dark doings of 

their nemesis, the Lone Power.) 

 

Duane, Diane  Wizards at War   Juv. D812ww 
(Nita and Kit rejoin forces when a strange darkness of the mind overcomes the older wizards, stealing away 

their power, and forcing the younger wizards to go to war to save the world.) 

 

 

 

Jones, Diana Wynne. Howl’s Moving Castle  Juv. J76h 
(Eldest of three sisters in a land where it is considered to be a misfortune, Sophie is resigned to her fate as a 

hat shop apprentice until a witch turns her into an old woman and she finds herself in the castle of the 

greatly feared wizard Howl.) 

Nix, Garth  Abhorsen trilogy   Juv. N7359a 
   Includes: Sabriel, Lirael, daughter of Clayr, Abhorsen.  

(Sabriel, the daughter of the necromancer whose duty it is to protect the Old Kingdom: unlike other mages, 

he has the power to bind the dead as well as bring the dead back to life.) 

 

Okorafor, Nnedi Akata  Warrior   Juv. .O417a v.2 

(Now stronger, feistier, and a bit older, Sunny Nwazue, along with her friends from the the Leopard 

Society, travel through worlds, both visible and invisible, to the mysterious town of Osisi, where they fight 

in a climactic battle to save humanity.) 

 

Okorafor, Nnedi Akata Witch    Juv.O417a 
(Twelve-year-old Sunny Nwazue, an American-born albino child of Nigerian parents, moves with her 

family back to Nigeria, where she learns that she has latent magical powers which she and three similarly 

gifted friends use to catch a serial killer.) 

 

Okorafor, Nnedi Zahrah, the Windseeker  Juv. O417z 
In the Ooni Kingdom, children born dada-with vines growing in their hair-are rumored to have special 

powers. Thirteen year old Zahrah Tsami doesn't know anything about that. She feels normal. Others think 

she's different-they fear her.Only Dari, her best friend, isn't afraid of her.But then something begins to 

happen-something that definitely marks Zahrah as different-and the only person she can tell is Dari. He 

pushes her to investigate, edging them both closer and closer to danger.) 

 

Roberts, Katherine Spellfall    Juv. R6453s 

(Natalie's father never told her that her mother was a powerful Spell Lady from Earthaven, a magical 

universe beyond the Boundary. Her mother has been dead for years, and her grieving, human father 

intended to protect his daughter from her dangerous heritage. But now that Natalie is 12, a wicked Spell 

Lord who has been exiled from across the Boundary wants to enslave her and use her powers to invade 

Earthaven.) 

 

Yolen, Jane.  Wizard's hall     Juv.Y54W                                       
(A young apprentice wizard saves the wizard's training hall by trusting and believing in himself.) 

 

ESSAYS, CRITICISM, RESOURCES 

Abanes, Richard. Harry Potter and the Bible : the menace behind the PR6068.O93 Z52 2001                         

                          magick  

 

Belcher, Catherine L.  Teaching Harry Potter: the Power of Imagination  PR6068.O93.Z535 2011 

    in Multi-cultural Classrooms 

    

   Harry Potter's world: multidisciplinary critical PR6068 .O93 Z73 2003                        
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                         perspectives 

 

   The ivory tower and Harry Potter : perspectives  PR6068 .O93 Z734 2004                       

on a literary phenomenon 

 

Lurie, Alison.  Boys and girls forever: children's classics from PR830.C513 L87 2003                         

                          Cinderella to Harry Potter  

 

Manlove, C. N.  From Alice to Harry Potter: children's fantasy in PR888. F3 M36 2003                          

                         England   

Neal, Connie.  What's a Christian to do with Harry Potter?   PR6068.O93 Z56 2001                           

   Reading Harry Potter : critical essays   PR6068 .O93 Z84 2003                        

 

Thomas, Ebony E. Dark Fantastic: Race and the Imagination  PS374.F27.T475 2019 

 from Harry Potter to the hunger Games 

     

Vander Ark, Steve The Lexicon : an unauthorized guide to  Spec. Coll. Juv. 823.91 .V228L 

Harry Potter fiction and related materials 

 

Also of Interest 

“His Dark Materials” Series: 

 

Pullman, Philip Golden Compass  Juv. P982n 2006 

Pullman, Philip Subtle Knife   Juv. P982s 

Pullman, Philip Amber Spyglass  Juv. P982a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


